final showing

What is the A.M. Collaborative Program?
DanceATL’s A.M. Collaborative offers Atlanta-based makers a
community of partnerships and group feedback. The group of
participating artists will support and sustain each other’s processes
and artistic inquiries, each deepening their own creative practice.
With large group meetings and one-on-one partnerships, A.M.
Collaborative provides accountability, fellowship, and a space in
which to explore and interrogate new ideas and methods of
making work.
With this program, we strive to nurture collaboration and
connections within our diverse Atlanta dance and arts community.

Interested in joining A.M. Collaborative?
Fill out the survey below to receive more information about our
next season:
A.M. Collaborative Interest Survey

Applications for our 2022-2023 cohort of A.M. Collaborative
are coming soon. Look out for
more updates!

Program
Welcome & Introductions
Curator Experience
Walk With Me René Nesbit & Shannon Yarbrough
A piece about the experience of denial as a way to avoid pain. With movement and words inspired by
the music, this multi-genre work explores the emotions of heartbreak, isolation, and pride... and the
healing that is possible through connecting with others.
Writer: Shannon Yarbrough
Performer: Josh Souane
Choreographer: René Nesbit
Dancers: Cherish Dance- Katelyn Roth, René Nesbit, and Nancy Glasscock
Videographer: Ruben de Rijcke
Song: "Dare You To Move" Artist: Vitamin String Quartet
Filmed at: CORE Dance

Soft Study: a work in progress Kiera O'Reilly & Nina Gooch
Writer & Choreographer: Kiera O'Reilly
Performed by: Kiera O'Reilly
Lighting Design: Nina Gooch
Special thanks to Jacquelyn Pritz, A. Raheim White, and all of the curators and collaborators of A.M.
Collaborative

Search History Leo Briggs
Dancers: Leo Briggs, Jacque Pritz, Leah Behm & Aryanna Allen
Music: Orville Peck
Search History premieres at 7 Stages on April 15 & 16 @searchhistoryatl

Program continued
It is better now Jenn Klammer & Daniela McCurdy
Sound Credits: From Indian Lakes: Come in this Light, Search For More, Fog
Efbn Tapes: Sunlight, Nome, Bare It
It is better now is a collaborative improvisation of movement and painting between visual
artist Daniela McCurdy and dance artist Jenn Klammer. The work seeks to cross reference
the action of painting and movement, while serving as mutual inspiration for improvisatory
material throughout the work. Our concept is based on the idea of change, and focusing on
its positive aspects rather than the negative scope. The work starts out with the onset of
painting, and this method of creating the artwork is left in the hands of gravity and chance.
Relating to change, it is something that we cannot predict. It follows by a movement phrase
under this principle. As the work continues, the movement phrase serves as a physical basis
of the movement, while the painting and dancing aspects focus on specificity, sensation, and
the mechanics of why/how change happens. To note, music was specifically chosen because
this one artist, From Indian Lakes played a huge role in our change/recovery process.
Daniela: My work is about using intuition and intention to guide me throughout my process.
It includes taking into consideration: patterns, shapes and especially color and how they
interconnect and shift with movement. Meeting and collaborating with Jenn to explore
growth through movement and painting has been incredibly healing. Upon reflection of this
past year and program, I am so grateful to have had this opportunity to connect to my body
and universe through our work. Thank you to my partner, Jenn. Together we have grown, it
is better now.
Fly On A Wall Sean Nguyen-Hilton
Untitled Shellie Schmals, Jamaali Roberts & Megan Hundley
Thank You & Closing
Raffle Giveaway
Feedback and Mingling

Click here to learn more about each of our A.M. Collaborative Volunteers

Program Facilitator

Curator

Sammy Spriggs (she/her)

Frankie Mulinix (she/her)

Curator

Curator

Nadya Zeitlin (she/her)

A. Raheim White
(they/them)
Curator

Loren McFalls (she/her)

Artist Bios
Click on the picture to learn more about each artist

Shellie Schmals (she/her)

Jamaali Roberts (he/him)

Jenn Klammer (she/her)

Megan Hundley (she/her)

Daniela McCurdy (she/her)

Artist Bios
Click on the picture to learn more about each artist

Kiera O'Reilly (they/them)

Nina Gooch (she/her)

René Nesbit (she/her)

Shannon Yarbrough (she/her)

Leo Briggs (she/they)

Thank you to our Sponsors!
This event is made possible by the generous support of Fly on A Wall,
The Windmill Arts Center, the National Endowment for the Arts and
Georgia Council for the Arts. This program is supported in part by the
City of Atlanta Mayor's Office of Cultural Affairs.

Thank you to our staff:
Jaquelyn Pritz - Operations Manager
Patsy Collins - Marketing Coordinator
Shayla Jordan - Development Coordinator

Thank you to our volunteers:
Dory Berry - Community Committee Chairperson
Greg Catellier - Stage Manager/Light Board Operator
Michael Boatright - Photographer
Nina Gooch- Lighting Designer

Thank you to those who donated space
for rehearsals:
Fit to Fight Atlanta
The Druid Hills Dance Center
Beacon Dance

Love What We Do? Support us HERE
Fill out our event feedback survey

